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Introduction
Before getting started

● Tree climbing is very physical 
and potentially hazardous

● Be familiar with safety 
standards and procedures

● Inspect safety equipment and 
tree

● Be aware of potential hazards
● Plan ahead to save energy and 

prevent accidents

*This is an introductory tool and not 
a replacement for a comprehensive 
training program



American National Standards Institute

● ANSI Z133- Safety standards for tree care operations
● ANSI Z 89.1- Requirements for head protection
● ANSI Z 87.1- Requirements for eye and face protection

“Shall” denotes a mandatory requirement

“Should” denotes an advisory recommendation



Personal 
Protective 
Equipment

3.3.1 Personal protective equipment 
(PPE), as outlined in this section,
shall be required when there is a 
reasonable probability of injury or 

illness that can be prevented by such 
protection. 

Shall:

● Head protection
● Eye protection 
● Foot protection
● Hearing protection (for 

clarification see 3.3.5)

Other considerations:
● Face Protection
● Etc.



Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

Hard hat shall be worn by workers engaged in 
tree operations. 

● UV light can reduce protection
● Never paint or clean with solvents
● Do not store with fuel or oil
● Impacts can reduce protection.
● Inspect daily and replace when damaged 

Safety glasses.

● Requirements are outlined in ANSI Z87.1
● Many styles of glasses available
● Impact resistant with side protection
● Can fit over eyeglasses and anti-fog
● Minimize scratching and clean according 

to manufacturer's recommendations.



Work boots

New styles available designed 
for tree climbing:

● No metal eyelets
● Hardened, synthetic toe-

cap
● Lightweight
● Flat sole for rope climbing



Inspecting 
Equipment

ANSI 3.1.1-3.1.3 Tools and 
equipment used in arboricultural 

operations shall comply with 
applicable OSHA regulations 

and/or ANSI 
standards...manufacturers’ 

recommendations should be 
followed 

Inspect equipment according to 
manufacturer's’ guidelines:

● Climbing saddles for excessive 
wear/stitching and rivets intact

● Snaps are self-closing/ locking
● Carabiners self-closing and 

auto-locking with minimum 
tensile strength* of 5,000 
pounds (23 kN)

*Tensile strength-force at which a new piece 
of equipment or rope in testing fails in tension 
under a static load.

https://youtu.be/GkMJnh9HZww

https://youtu.be/GkMJnh9HZww


Inspection 
Cont. 

8.1.3 Arborists shall inspect climbing 
lines, worklines, work-positioning 

lanyards, and other climbing 
equipment for damage, cuts abrasion, 
and/or deterioration before each use 
and shall remove them from service, 

per manufacturers’ guidelines if 
applicable, if signs of excessive wear 

or damage are found.

● Work positioning lanyards
● Prusik loops
● Split-tails



Climbing Lines

● Must be identified by the manufacturer as suitable for tree 
climbing

● Requires to be ½” minimum diameter with a minimum 
breaking strength of 5,400 pounds (24.02 kN) with the 
exception of:

○ 7/16” minimum diameter may be used provided the 
employer can demonstrate it does not create a safety 
hazard

● Inspect for cuts, puffs, abrasions, pulled or herniated fibers, 
changes in diameter, discoloration, or glazing (melting) of the 
fibers. 

● Be sure rope ends are sealed by taping or whipping.
● Routinely move snaps to the opposite end of the line to 

encourage even wear



Types of Rope

3-Strand: relatively low strength and high elongation, relatively inexpensive, used 
natural crotch or through block for both climbing and rigging.

16-Strand: braided arborist lines with large cover strands for strength and 
abrasion resistance, parallel core to keep the rope round and firm under load, the 
core does not carry the load, strength is in the cover strands.

24-Strand: climbing lines that are typically spliceable double braids (rope inside a 
rope that balance and share load equally among cover and core), many are 7/16” 
making them lightweight yet strong.



Types of Rope Cont.

12-Strand: braided rope without a core, tightly woven, solid-braid, polyester-blend 
12 strand lines are a popular choice for natural-crotch rigging

Hollow -Braid: loosely woven polyester 12-strand rope is often used for rigging 
slings but would not be appropriate as a climbing or rigging line.



Variations in Climbing Rope

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MUNMFoTL1ng


Design and Limitations (Key Terms)

Understanding the design and limitations of each piece of equipment employed is an 
important part of setting up a safe and efficient climbing or rigging system.

Cycles to failure: number of times a rope or other piece of equipment can be used 
with a given load before mechanical failure

Working -load limit (WLL): tensile strength divided by design factor. Maximum 
load that should not be exceeded in a piece of equipment, rope or rope assembly 
when performing its normal working function

Design factor : factor by which the rated or minimum breaking strength of a rope or 
piece of equipment is divided by in determining its working load limit



Parts of a line 



Common Knots

● Knots at Work by 
Jeff Jepson

● Rigging Knots by 
Saron Lilly, Ken 
Palmer and Rip 
Tompkins

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dAJbUkjuT4uzcNPw4tnB437GrJVu7kCE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QAW2v19KMq0qlc4vyQ0Vu40tLBgwseiM/view?usp=sharing


Pre- Climb Tree 
Risk Assessment



Job Briefing
3.1.4 Shall be performed by the 

qualified arborist in charge 
before the start of each job. 



Electrical 
Hazards

4.1.2 The employer shall train each 
employee that all overhead and 

underground electrical conductors, 
guy wires, pole grounds, and 

communication wires and cables shall 
be considered energized with 

potentially fatal voltages.

● Leading killer in tree care
● Trees are conductive
● Always inspect first
● Storms increase risk
● Insulated equipment has limits
● “Step potential is a killer”
● See Z133 Section 4.1

http://www.elcosh.org/document/1624/888/d00
0543/section2.html

http://www.elcosh.org/document/1624/888/d000543/section2.html


TCIA 2017 Accident Briefs Summary



138 Occupational incidents:

81 fatalities

45 serious injuries

11 minor injuries

1 successful rescue with no reported injuries



Develop 
communication

8.3.2 Communications among 
arborists aloft and other workers 

on the ground shall be 
established before cutting and 

dropping limbs.

● “Stand clear”
● “All clear”
● “Headache” 
● Etc.

Whistles are also commonly used in 
noisy environments



Whats wrong 
here?

3.4.8 A qualified arborist shall visually
inspect the tree, including the root collar 
and the area immediately surrounding 

the tree, for hazards before anyone 
climbs, otherwise enters, or performs 

any work on the tree.

International Society of Arboriculture, International Society of 
Arboriculture, Bugwood.org



Tree Defects Handout 

https://www.forestryimages.org/browse/bareas.cfm?dom
ain=23

https://www.forestryimages.org/browse/bareas.cfm?domain=23


Climbing Techniques and Procedures

● Climbing Spurs
● Throw Ball
● Body Thrust
● Footlocking
● Single Rope 

Technique
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